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General Certificate of Education (Ord.Level) Examination-2020
International Language - English

Support Seminar
Answer all Questions

Paper 1
Q1: Vocabulary 2  10
Q2: Reading 3  15
Q3: Grammar 1  05
Q4; Writing 2          10

   Total 08 40

No of
Items

Marks No of
Items Marks

Areas of
testing

Areas of
testing

Paper 2
Q1: Vocabulary 1          05
Q2: Reading 3          20
Q3: Grammar 2          10
Q4; Writing 2          25

08           60

Question No 1
Test 1
Fill in the blanks in the following dialogue between a customer and a waiter. Use the words given in
the box. First one is done for you.
Waiter: What would you like to order sir?
Customer: I would like to have a (1)_____cup__________ of tea.
Waiter: Anything else sir?
Customer: Well can I have a (2) _____________of icing cake and some short eats
Waiter: Sorry we have only butter cake and fruit cake.
Customer: Then I’d like to have a (3) ________________  of bread with butter or jam.
Waiter: O.K sir, I’ll bring
Customer: Please bring me a (4) _______________ of water, I’m quite thirsty.
Waiter: Sure sir, here it is
Customer: I need a (5) _____________of lunch and a (6)_____________ of chocolate

to take home.

cup packet glass slice bar          piece
Test 2
Complete  the  following dialogue.  Underline  the  most  suitable  word given  within  brackets. The
first  one  is  done  for  you.
Doctor    :  Hello! What’s the (1) ______matter_______________?
Pasindu   :  I’m not well, doctor. I have a terrible (2) ________________________ and a fever.
Doctor    :  How long have you been ill?
Pasindu  :  Since last Monday.
 Doctor   :  Let me look at your (3) _________________. It’s red. Does it hurt?
Pasindu  :  Yes, it’s (4) ___________________.
Doctor    :  Take the medicine (5) __________________ a day. Drink plenty of
                   (6) ______________________.
Pasindu  : Thank you doctor.
      headache       fluids   throat matter twice sore
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Test 5
Complete the dialogue using the sentences given in the box. One is done for you.
Mathu : Hello Padma, nice to see you.
Padma : Hello Mathu, nice to see you. What [1] brought you here?
Mathu : I went to the [2] …………………….. to see my brother.
Padma : What’s wrong with him?
Mathu : He had met with an [3] …………………….. yesterday.
Padma : Is he seriously injured?
Mathu : Not quite.  His right arm is [4] ……………………..
Padma : I hope he’ll [5] …………………….. better soon.
Mathu : Thank you.
Padma : What’s the [6] …………………….. number?
Mathu : It’s eight.
Padma : OK, good bye.
Mathu : Good bye.

accident ward brought fractured hospital feel

Test 3
Complete the following sentences using the words given in the box. Write the correct letter in the
blank. The first one is done for you.

a) lost b) carried c) used d) hit e) made f) transported

Plastic is 1)     c           to make almost any thing - toys, tools, shoes, computers. Often these products are
2) ...................................... in one part of the world and they are 3) ...................................... to other
continents. They are 4) ...................................... in containers on very large ships Sometimes a ship is 5)
...................................... by storm and some of the containers are 6). ......................................

Test 4
Fill in the blanks in the following dialogue. Use the words given in the box. There is an extra word.
The first one is done for you.

Mr. Dinesh: There it is children! The highest dam in Sri Lanka.
Christine: How high is it Mr. Dinesh?
Mr. Dinesh: The dam (1) itself is 118 meters high.
Rosy: How much electricity does it (2) …………………………..?
Mr. Dinesh: More than enough for Sri Lanka at present. The power tunnel is deep under the

ground (3) ………………………….. our feet.
Bala: How long is the power tunnel?
Mr. Dinesh: It is about four hundred meters long and six meters  (4) …………………………...
Christine: The dam is not (5) …………………only for hydroelectricity, is it Mr  Dinesh?
Mr. Dinesh: No, (6) ………………………….. from the lake behind is very important.
Children: Thank you, Mr. Dinesh.
Mr. Dinesh: You are welcome, Children.

        (a) used (b) itself (c) beneath (d) play      (e) irrigation       (f) wide (g) generate
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Question No 2
Test 6
Underline the correct answer. The first one is done for you.
Policeman : What is your name and where do you (1) ……………….? (lived / live)
Arya : No.9, Main Road, Kallady, Batticaaloa.
Policeman : Whose bicycle is (2) ……………….? (lost / loss)
Arya : My bicycle.
Policeman : When was it (3) ……………….? (stolen / stole)
Arya : This morning.
Policeman : Where did you (4) ………………. it? (left / leave)
Arya : Near the school.
Policeman : Who else were (5) ………………. you? (on / with)
Arya : Only my sister, Dilani.
Policeman : How much (6) ………………. it cost? (were / did)

Test 7
Complete the following dialogue with the correct words in the brackets.

(1)Maduka: Your leg is bleeding.What happened to (1) _______________ (you/your) leg?
Nisal:  (2)______ (I/ my )cat was sleeping and I did not see (3)________(he/it).I

stepped on (4)______ (it’s/its) tail.Then I fell and hurt (5)_________(mine/my) leg.

(2)  Jeewan: You and Naween visited many places in Sri Lanka last month. Did you enjoy
(1)______________ (your/ yours) trip?

Tharindu: Yes,(2)____________ (we/our) stayed in those places. We learnt a lot about the
people there, and (3)_____________ ( their/theirs) daily lives.

Jeewan: Did you make a lot of friends?
Tharindu: Yes, (4)__________(our/ ours)relatives in Polonnaruwa came to see(5)_________

(we/us) at the hotel. We had a wonderful time.
Test 8
Fill in the blanks in the following dialogue. Use the words given in the box. There is one extra word.
The first one is done for you.

outside of during with since to

Beema : Hello ! How was your vacation?
Arjuna : It was very exciting.
Beema : Where did you go (1)    during      your vacation?
Arjuna : I went (2) ………………… Kandy.
Beema : Who did you go with?
Arjuna : I went (3) ………………… my uncle’s family.
Beema : How was the weather ?
Arjuna : It was so cold (4) ………………… and misty too. So I had to wear warm clothes.
Beema : What was the most interesting place you have ever seen before?
Arjuna : Peradeniya Gardens. I have never seen anything like this (5) ………………… my birth.
Beema: Was it a Botanical Garden?
Arjuna : Yes, (6) …………………  course.
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Test 9

Test 10
Read the following message and fills in the blanks. Use the words given.

me, I ,my ,them ,you

Dear shamen,
I can’t come to school today. I have to go to the hospital with_________mother. Can _________do a small
favour? Please send _________maths  and English note books through Matheesha. _________will
bring_________tomorrow.

Question No 3
Test 11
 Study the following pictures and fill in the blanks.

This is the office canteen of Mrs.Silva. There is a long (1)________________on the wall. There are many
(2)_______________in the canteen. A girl is standing at the door .There is a man and a (3)___________at
the table.  The man wearing a long sleeved (4)_________________is applying butter on a slice of
(5)_________________ with a (6)_______________. The short haired woman who is (7)___________to
him is holding a (8)__________________.There is a hot mug of (9) ________________ on the table.The
woman wearing an (10)_______________is cooking meals.
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Test 12
Study the picture and fill in the blanks in the text given below. Use only one word in each blank.

This is Kamal’s room. He has gone out and the door is (1)________________. His bed is near the
(2)_______________  and there is a curtain partly covering it. There is a (3)_____________of Sri
Lanka hanging on the(4)_______________. His bed is very narrow one with a (5)______ on one side.
Two (6)_________________ and a pair of (7)_________________ are hung on the wall hanger. He has
a big(8)__________    to sit on when he is  studying. On his (9)____________________are several
books.  His mother has placed a (10)__________________of water on it for him to drink when he is
thirsty. His room is neat and clean.

Test 13
Study the picture and fill in the blanks in the text given below. Use only one word in each blank.
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Test 14
Study the picture and fill in the blanks in the text given below. Use only one word in each blank.

Test 15
Study the picture and fill in the blanks in the text given below. Use only one word in each blank.
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Question No 4
Test 16

Test 17
Match the extracts with the headings Write the correct letter in the blank.
1. Sigiriya has long been a popular tourist destination because of its natural beauty and historical
   value. (.….........……)
2. It may occour because of a lack of meaningful activities, disciplinary problems and negative
   feelings (.….........……)
3. This is an action sport which enables riding and performing tricks on the skateboard(.….........……)
4. It is also rich in dietry fiber and helps in easy digestion.(.….........……)
5. These are collections of articles about carrent events usually published daily.(.….........……)

Headings
a) Healthy food b) Vandalism c) Facing Challenges
d) Source of Information e) Tourist Attractions

Test 18
Match the suitable responses with thecorrect situations.
(1)A:Oh!You look beautiful today.
B:___________________________________________________________________________
(2)A:I wish you a happy New Year.
B:___________________________________________________________________________
(3)A :My sister is in the hospital.
B: Iwish her to_________________________________________________________________
(4)A:We are organizing a trip to Colombo.
B:___________________________________________________________________________
(5)A: Iwill fly to America next year.
B:___________________________________________________________________________

Wish you the same! Have a nice flight
How wonderful! get well soon. Thankyou.
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Test 19

Match the suitable questions answers. The first one is done for you.

How much is your umbrella?
It’s Rs. 750.00
_______________________________________________________________________?
Here It is.

What’s the colour of your umbrella?
_______________________________________________________________________?

They will be held on 13th July 2017.
_______________________________________________________________________?

I went to Polonnaruwa.
_______________________________________________________________________?

There are 15 in this bag.
_______________________________________________________________________?

Where did you go last Monday?
Can you give me your umbrella?
It’s Rs.750.00
How many wood apples are there?
When will the English Day competition be held?
It’s blue in colour.

Test 20
Following are the questions asked by an interviewer to the famous film star, Ajith at an interview.
Match the questions with the answers. Write the correct number in the bracket.

Questions
(1) Hi! Good Morning Kathik. Welcome to Sri Lanka.
(2) Can you tell us the purpose of your visit to Sri Lanka?
(3) How long are you going to stay here?
(4) What is your opinion about Sri Lankan cricketers?
(5) Who is behind your success?
(6) And my last question. Who is your role model?

Answers
(a) Sachin Tendulkar. I admire him very much. (     )
(b) Good Morning. ( 1  )
(c) We’ll be here for two weeks. (     )
(d) My parents and my coach. (     )
(e) They are really talented. Actually we are afraid of them.. (     )
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Question No 5

Read the following letter and complete the dialogue. Use only one word in each blank. The first
one is done for you.

          18.10.2018 

Dear Murali,

How are you? I’m fine here and hope the same with you. Now I’m in England on a week’s tour. I came to

London yesterday and staying with my aunt. It’s very cold here. I saw the Gig Ben and the famous river

Thames. I met some Sri Lankans and talked with them. I ate Dosai and Idli in an Indian restaurant. It was very

delicious. I’m happy here enjoying the scenery.

Sorry, I didn’t have time to meet you before I left for England. I’ll meet you after I return to Sri Lanka.

Convey my kind regards to our friends.

Shankar
 
Murali : I received a letter from (1)     Shankar .
Raman : Shankar? Where has he gone? I didn’t see him nowadays.
Murali : Well, he is in (2) …………………………… staying with his (3)……………………………
Raman : How nice! It must be very cold there.
Murali : Yes. He enjoys seeing the (3) …………………………… .
Raman : What are the remarkable landmarks he had seen?
Murali : He has seen the (4) …………………………… and the river (5)……………………………

By the way, he is sending you his (6) …………………………… .
Raman : I must thank him for remembering us.

Test 21

Test 22
Read the following advertisement and fill in the blanks with the suitable phrases

Finger Millet Food Company Pvt. Ltd
Rathmalana.

Wanted experienced sales raps ( Male)
Age between 25-35

Minimum qualification of G.C.E.(O/L) Examination pass
Ability to converse in multiple languages will be an advantage

Interviews on 2nd November 2017
between 9.30 a.m to 2.00 p.m
Telephone No- 0112625222

1They need for their company .................................................................................................... .
2. is the minimum qualification for this past.................................................................................................
3. Males between age can apply...................................................................................................................
4. is an advantage.................................................................................. .....................................................
5. Interview is on.................................................................................. ......................................................
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Test 23

Test 24
Read the following passage and complete the dialogue using the passive voice.
Someone broke into Mrs,Jayalath’s house during the weekend. The thief took some jewellery. But he
didn’t do any damage. A young policewoman interviewed Mrs. Jayalath. The police found some
fingerprints and the police computer identified the thief. The police have arrested a man and are
questioning him.
Mrs.Jayalath:Our house was broken into last weekend.
Mrs.Silva: Oh! No!
Mrs.Jayalath: Some jewellery was taken but no damage (1)     was done.___________
Mrs.Silva: Did the police come and see you?
Mrs.Jayalath:Yes of course. I (2)_____________________________by a young policewoman.
Mrs.Silva:Do they know who the thief was?
Mrs.Jayalath:Oh! Yes. Some (3__________________________and
the(4_____________________________  by the police computer.A man
(5)_____________________________by the police and he (6)_____________________________
Test 25
Read the following conversation and fill in the blanks in the summary. One is done for you.
Situation: Three grade 11 students are discussing the programme for the morning assembly.
Amal – When do we have to conduct the morning assembly?
Kamal – Next Monday, that is the 20th of September
Amal – Have they already given the theme?
Kamal – Yes, it’s about World Christmas Day.
Nimal – Wow, what an interesting topic!
Amal – Of course! We have a nice plan.
Kamal – Really, what’s it?
Amal – We thought of surprising everybody in the school.
Kamal – Fantastic! It would be really nice then.
Amal – The principal gave us permission to conduct the morning assembly creatively.
Kamal – So, tell us about it Amal.
Amal – I’m not going to tell you, you can see it for yourself.
Amal, (1)___________________ and Nimal are three students of grade 11. They are
(2)________________about their programme for the (3)__morning essembly______. The programme will be
conducted on (4)________________. And the theme is (5)______________ _______________________.
They have been given permission by the (6)_________________ to organize in a different way.
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Read the paragraph and answer the following questions.

Sigiriya is one of the historical cities in Sri Lanka located in the Matale District near the town of
Dambulla. Both local and foreign tourists visit it. It is a rock fortress built by King Kashyapa who was
a king with an artistic soul. Legends say that the name Sigiriya is given to this majestic rock due to its
shape of a crouching lion. The frescoes of Sigiriya resemble the pictures in the Ajantha caves. The
‘Mirror wall’ is covered by the graffiti recorded by the ancient visitors. The ruins of the ancient castle
and its magnificent water gardens can be seen even today.

1.What is the historical city mentioned in the text? …………………………………………………
2.What word in the text is used to refer to “a place of exceptional security”?
……………………………………………………………………………………………………....
3.Who built Sigiriya? …………………………………………………............................................
4.Why is this rock called “Sigiriya”? ………………………………………………….....................
5.What is “its” in the last line refer to? ………………………………………………….................

Test 27
Read the following text answer the following questions given below.

On April 22nd 1990, “Earth Day’’ was celebrated all over the world. School children of some countries planted
some trees. In some cities people stopped using cars for a day. Thousands of British families went for “Earth
Day’ ’walks   in the country. In France people made a human chain about 500 miles long along the river.

In Japan people clean their streets and rivers. They also collected used cans and paper bags for recycling. We
should work together for a cleaner earth. We must do everything we can, before it is too late.

1. What was celebrated on April 22nd 1990?…………………………………………………
2. Who planted trees?…………………………………………………...............................
3. Who went for “Earth Day“ walks?………………………………………………….........
4. What did the French people do?………………………………………………….............
5. How did the Japanese contribute to the “Earth Day” celebrations?

………………………………………………………………………………………...
Test 28
Read the passage and answer the questions given below the passage.
Every year, millions and millions of Apodemia butterflies fly 500 km from Kumana to Yala and then
500 km back again. They fly 20 km every day for 25 days. They go to Yala because it is rainy in
Kumana. They are in Yala for three months, from October to December. In Yala, they lay their eggs and
then they die. In January, the new butterflies start to fly back to Kumana. There, they lay their eggs and
they die. The new butterflies then fly to Yala. Apodemia butterflies always go to the same places in Yala
and to the same trees. How do they know the way? Why do they go to the same trees? Only the
Apodemia butterfly knows.
(a) Why do Apodemia butterflies fly to Yala every year? ……………………………………………
(b) For how many months do they stay in Yala? …………………………………………………….
(c) What happens to the butterflies after they lay their eggs? ……………………………………….
(d) Fill in the blanks.
In Yala Apodemia butterflies always go to the same ………………………...And to the same
            ……………………………………………………………………………………………...
 (e) According to this passage what is the distance from Kumana to Yala?
………………………………………..……………………………………………………………

Question No 7
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Test 29
Read the following text and answer the questions given.

THE CALL  OF THE WILD
The jungles of Sri Lanka abound in a variety of wildlife, which is surprising for an island of its size in the
topics. From ancient days the elephants and peacocks from the Sri Lankan jungles were prize exports
to the kingdoms of east and west.
       There are four major national parks. Of these, the best known is the Ruhunu national park at Yala
in the deep south of the island. There are also three other national parks at Iginiyagala, Udawalwe and
Wilpattau.
       While the elephant is undoubtedly the best known attraction at Yala, seen in large and small herds
what is most appealing here is the overall mood of the undisturbed jungle. Wild buffalo and wild boar
could give you a good  surprise and great picture, while the sight of a leopard sunning itself or drinking
at a water hole could be a memorable experience as dusk gathers. There is every chance of seeing the
Ceylon sloth bear scampering with its young on its back and near the many water holes will be found
whole colonies of crocodiles.
1.What were the two animals exported to the kingdoms long ago?
……………………………………………    (2)…………………………………………….....
2.What is the most famous national park in Sri Lanka? ……………………………………………
3.What animal carries its young on its back?  ……………………………………………..............
4.In what particular places in the park can we see crocodiles?…………………………………….
5.Underline the correct answer.                     This passage is about
(1) jungles of Sri Lanka               (2) wild life of Sri Lanka            (3) visitors to Sri Lanka

Test 30
Read the passage and answer the questions given below.

Most colours are made by mixing other colours. We need only three colours to produce all the other
colours. These are red, yellow and blue and they are called the primary colours. When we mix these
colours in pairs the results are called secondary colours. Sunlight looks colourless and is called ‘white
light’. But it is in fact made up of all the colours as you find in a rainbow. These are red, orange, yellow,
green, blue, indigo and violet.

1. How are most colours made?
    ……………………………………………………………………………………………………
2. What are the primary colours?

……………………………………………………………………………………………………
3. How do we get secondary colours?
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
4. Whys is sunlight called ‘white colour’?
     …………………………………………………………………………………………………...
5. ‘White light’ is made up of several colours. What are they? 
       ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
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Question No 9
Test 31
Complete the sentences selecting a word. There are two extra words.

(1) entertain, entertaining, entertained, entertainer, entertainment
Games are a useful means of …………………………………… and physical activity.
Ranjan is a famous …………………………………… in the field of music.
He has …………………………………… many people in Sri Lanka.

(2) improve, improved, improving, improvement
I study hard to…………………………………… my English.
We must show a steady …………………………………… in our studies.

(3) educate, educator, education, educational
There are many private …………………………………… institutions in Batticaloa.
As the result, the standard of …………………………………… has increased.

(4) introduce, introducing, introduced, introduction
Dr. C.W.W.Kannangara was the pioneer in ………………………… free education to Sri Lanka.
The ……………………………… of computers to the world has made the life of the people easy.

Test 32
Complete the sentences selecting a word. There are two extra words.

(1) interest, interested, interesting, interestingly, interests
a. All grade 5 students participated in the camp ……………………... .
b. It was a very ……………………... experience to them.
c. They paid very much ……………………... from the beginning.

(2) presenter, presentation, present, presenting, presented
a. ……………………... at the meeting was compulsory for everyone.
b. The ……………………... was factual and very effective.
c. Everyone appreciated the ……………………... who delivered it.

(3) examining, examination, examiner, examined
a. The ……………………... asked all the candidates to get their documents checked.
b. The candidates have to wait until the ……………………...starts.
(

4) attractive, attraction, attract, attractively
a. The interior of the house is very ……………………...
b. The architect designed it to get the ……………………... of the people.

Test 33
Select more suitable word for blank.
(i) There are many ……………… (attract/attractive/attraction) place in Sri Lanka.
(ii) Most ………….. (medicinal/medicine/medicate) plans can be found in the forest.
(iii) Nobody likes the ………………… (fear/fearful/fearer) experience of natural disasters.
(iv) Most of the teenagers prefer ……………………. (adventure/adventurous/adventives) experience.
(v) There are many ……………………….. (luxury/luxuries/luxurious)
(vi) Watching a waterfall in a dark evening is an ……………….. (awesome/owe/owery) experience.
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Test 34
Fill in the blanks using the correct form of the word given within brackets.

One encyclopedia defines nursing as ‘the process by which a patient is helped by a nurse to recover from
an (1) ............................. (ill) or injury.’ Nurses’ work involves more than just the (2) .............................
(perform) of routine tests such as (3) ............................. (check) the pulse and the blood pressure of the
patients. Nurses play an integral role in the patient’s (4) ............................. (recover) since they are
more concerned with the patient’s overall reaction to his or her health problem. Thus, nursing (5)
.. .... .... .... .... .... .... ... (essential) calls for a sense of responsibility and devotion.

Test 35
Write the correct word in the blank.

plays, playing, played
1. Abdul ..................... ball with his sister all the time.

He ..................... softball last night.
He will be ..................... football next week.

jumping, jumped, jumps
2. Mohamed ..................... rope at recess.

Yesterday we ................. for ten minutes.
Tomorrow we will be ...................... rope again.

picking, picked, picks
3. The child ................ the best apple.

Your class ................... apples last week
We are ................ apples tomorrow.

spilling, spilled, spills
4. My baby brother ................. his milk all the time

You .................. your drink on the floor
Children are ................... milk in the cafeteria.

enjoying, enjoyed, enjoys
5. Ahamed .............. visiting her friend.

They ................... the movie last night.
We are ................. the time together.
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Test 38
Select a word from the box which has a similar meaning to the phrases given within brackets and
write it in the space given.  There are three extra words.

My (1) __________________( strong desire ) is to become a qualified ( 2) _________________ ( a
person who plays musical instruments ) as I’m very interested  in Eastern music . I hope to  (3)
_________________________( resume after interruption ) studying this subject for my A/L s which
means that I will have to follow the Arts  Stream . If I qualify to (4) __________________ (come or
go into a place) the university, I will have to face an (5) _________________________ ( a natural
ability to do something ) test held by the University of Visual and Performing Arts.

          stream  /   ambition  /   aptitude  /   music  /  musician  /  enter  /  visual  /  continue

Question No 10Test 36
Select a word from the box which has similar meaning to the phrases given within brackets and write it
in the space given.  There are three extra words. The first one is done for you.

Once  Honour ,Fire and Water started  on a (1) __journey______ ( travelling somewhere ) to find new
things and new places. After sometime they (2) ____________________ ( understand clearly) that
they like to see different things. “We have been travelling together until now, but we might go in
different ways. We must make (3) ____________________ ( procedure ) about how to find each
other.” Fire said . The others (4) ____________________(accepted) and began to make plans. Fire
said that they could always find him by his smoke. Water told them to look for signs like green
(5) ____________________( plants ) and evening mist. But Honour         (6)____________________
( excuse for a fault ) said,  “You have to keep me with you all the time. If you lose me once, you will
never be able to find me again”.

   agreed  /  travel  /  apologetically /  confuse  /  realized  /  plan  /  happily  /  journey /  vegetation

Test 37

Select a word from the box which has a similar meaning to the phrases given within the brackets and
write it in the space given. There are three extra words.

The sea horse is not a horse but a fish and an extremely strange one. It has a (1) ……………………..
(clearly different in nature from similar type) and a movable head and it swims upright through the
water, rapidly moving its single dorsal or back fin.

Sea horse live I tropical and temperate seas amid seaweed (2) …………………….. (holding on tightly)
to it with their tails. They usually feed on the tiny crustaceans (crabs, lobsters and barnacles) that (3)
……………………..  (move forward on hands and knees with body close to the ground) about on the
seaweed.

One of the oddest things about sea horses is the way they bring up their young. The female lays its eggs
in a (4) …………………….. (a small bag usually made of leather) on the belly of the male and he then
carries the eggs about with him until they hatch (5) …………………….. (to come out of an egg).

crawl          organize          hatch           distinct          immediate          pouch          clinging          jumping
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Test 41
  Fill in the blanks in the following text using the words given in the box.

Most animals are very timid and harmless. Lots of animals come to my (1)_________________.
Some of them are monkeys, (2) ____________________, birds and bees. The butterflies fly from
flower to flower and drink  (3) ______________. They all need food, water and
(4)__________________ like us. We must feed them and provide (5) _______________ water
whenever possible. We must also                    (6) ____________ them to build their  (7) _____________
in our gardens. I have kept basins of             (8) _________________ at many places in my garden. I
feed them every day. As there is a small           (9) ___________ in my garden, lots of birds come there
to take a bath  Sometimes, animals starve for several (10) ___________ because they cannot find food
and so we must give water and food for them. When  (11) ____________ come to my garden, they eat
up all the (12) _____________________, but I am very happy. However some children throw (13)
_____________________________at  them. Animals can’t  talk like
(14)__________________________. So never beat or chase them.

     allow       animals            butterflies          clean         days             fruits            garden
     nests         people            pond              shelter          stones           water           nectar

Test 39

Select the word from the box which has a similar meaning to the phrases given within brackets and
write it in the space given. There are three extra words.

It was an (1) ………………..(sudden or unexpected) chance, that I have never dreamt of such a (2)
…………… (being the winner of a contest) occasion in my life. Besides, it was a golden (3)…………….
( chance to do something) to take part in an international (4) ………………….. (a struggle to win a
price) for me it was an (5) ………………. (extreme hapiness) My happiness had no leaps and bounds.
It was in Idia in the auditorium of Albart Mossion school.

opportunity competition revelation  ecstasy

victorious abrupt excitement prosper

Test 40
Select a word from the box which has a similar meaning to the phrases given within brackets and write
it in the space given. There are three extra words.

   passers-by  /  tiny   /  huge    /  illustrated   /  illuminated  /  misplaced   /  displayed    /  distances

Large sums of money are spent to advertise various products. When we go to a large town we see
advertisements all round us. There are (1) ________________ (very large) posters on walls. These
posters are (2) __________________ (presented for viewing in an attractive way) in busy spots in the
town so that (3) ________________________ (persons who walk past something) can see them. At
night, there are (4) _________________________ (lighted up) advertisements persuading us to buy
all sorts of things. In towns these neon signs are fixed at the top of high buildings, so that people may
see them from long      (5) ______________________  ( far-off points or places)

Question No 11
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Test 42

Fill in the blanks in the following passage by selecting the words from the given text. The first one is
done for you.
  a             aching            after             amount            areas          by            carried            empty
  is          prevention        the                this                  still            eradication                     water

Dengue has become a threat to all Sri Lankans. Dengue is a mosquito (1)       carried ___disease. It is
caused (2)_____________ virus. The disease (3)________________ characterized by severe headache,
(4)____________________ bones and high fever. (5)_______________carrier, called “Aedes” is
(6)_____________ mosquito that usually bites (7)_______________ sundown. But a vaccine for dengue
is (8)________________ unavailable. So the best (9)_________________ is the
(10)_____________________ of (11)______________________ mosquito and its breeding
(12)_____________. It breeds in small (13)___________ of still (14)_____________, therefore
(15)_________________ any container which holds stagnant water.

Test 43
Fill in the blanks with the words given below.
Fishing is an income earning occupation in many countries (1) .......................................... are close to
the sea. There is a separate (2) .......................................... specialized in fishing. It’s a dangerous hard
(3) .......................................... . The fishermen go (4) .......................................... the sea late in the
evening and return in the 
(5) .......................................... with their catching. They get a very good (6) ..........................................
as fish is one of the foods enjoyed by the poor and (7)..........................................
In some parts of the (8) .......................................... the fisherman still uses old (9)
.......................................... of fishing. He goes to the sea in (10) .......................................... boats
with limited nets to catch fish. His (11) .......................................... is big but the income is small. The
poor    and  ignorant  (12)  ..........................................  will  have  to  (13)  ..........................................
the dangerous sea animals and the adverse (14)  .......................................... conditions.

country climatic face small            work               morning      income

to rich methods family          community     which          fisherman

Test 44
Fill in the blanks in the following passage by selecting the words from the given list. The first one is
done for you.

  exciting         province         district        important        ride          attraction         sea       many
  as                    also                living              they           rich                 very           of

Madu Ganga is a shallow water body in the Southern coast of Sri Lanka. It is at Balapitya in Galle (1)
_district of the Southern (2) _____________. Madu Ganga falls into (3) ___________ at Balapitiya.
There are (4) ________________ mangrove islets and (5) _______________ form Madu Ganga wetland.
There are people (6) ______________ in its islets. They work (7) ______ cinnomon peelers and (8)
__________ produce Cinnamon oil. It  is an (9) ______________ wetland with a (10)
_______________bio diversity. It is also a (11) ______________ significant tourist (12)
________________ in the South (13) ___________________ the country. The boat (14) ____________
along the Madu Ganga is an (15) _____________________ experience for any tourist. There’s a
beautiful Buddhist temple called Kothduwa temple on an isolated islet in the lake.
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Test 45
Read the following paragraph and fill in the blanks using the words given below. Fill in the blanks
with the words given.

active appreciated himself community  success     hardworking
Achieve academic effort goals  person      contributing
lives easy  person

A good student is (1) ……………………… as it is difficult to (2) ……………………academic success
without (3)……………………. Gaining success is not (4) ………………………….. and those who
are not willing to face (5)……………. Challenges and do not have passion for working hard will never
achieve three (6) ……………….. succeed their (7)…………………..

A good student should also be (8) ……………………. In the (9) …………………… He should be
(10)………………… not only because of his academic (11)…………………………. but also for his
social activities. A (12) ……………………….. is usually judged not only what he is doing well for
(13) …………………., but also by what he is (14) ………………… to his community.

Question No 12
Test 46
Given below is a conversation Romesh  had with Theekshana .  Complete the blanks with what
Romesh wrote to another friend of them mentioning about the conversation.  The first one is done
for you.
Romesh           :   Hello! Theekshana.  Where did you go yesterday?
Theekshana     :   I participated in a Shramadana Campaign at the park. Did you go for
                           Drama practices?
Romesh           :   No, I attended  a wedding yesterday.
Theekshana     :   My teacher asked me to come to school today. She wants me to help
                            with costumes.
Romesh           :   My father has some suitable clothes for you to use.
Theekshana     :   Thank you very much.
I met Theekshana yesterday. He said that he (1)__had participated____ in a  Shramadana on the
previous day. He asked me whether  I  (2)___________________ for drama practices. I said that I
(3)________________________a  wedding. Theekshana said that  his teacher (4) ___________
__________________ him to come to school and she (5)_____________________ him to help with
costumes.  I told him that my father (6)_________________ some suitable clothes for him to use.
Test 47
Following sentences are taken from a dialogue between a journalist and a member of a society. Convert
them into indirect speech. The first one is done for you.

1. “I am a Journalist”
2. “I need some information about the society”
3. “ First I want to know the name of the society”
4. “ The facts about the society are really useful”
5. “ I like to meet the president”
6. “ It is  a nice idea”

1.He said that                he was a journalist._______________________________________
2.The Journalist said ___________________________some information about the society.
3.He said that he __________________ to know the name of the society first.
4.The journalist said that the facts about the society ______________ really useful.
5.He also said that he _____________________ to meet the president.
6.He finally said that it______________________ a nice idea.
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Test 48
The following remarks were made in a meeting conducted by the Principal in organizing an exhibition.

1. “The people will enjoy it” (The Principal)
2. “The statue is a fantastic creation” (The Deputy Principal)
3. “The exhibition will be a great entertainment to all” (The Sectional Head)
4. “It’s the type of exhibition I have ever seen” (The Science teacher)
5. “The exhibits are superb” (The Prefect of Discipline)
6. “I can’t forget the talents of the children” (The Subject co-ordinatior)

 Now report what the people said.

   e.g. 1. The Principal said that the people would enjoy it.

1. The Deputy Principal said that the statue ………………………………………………
2. The Sectional Head said that the exhibition …………………a great entertainment to all.
3. The Science teacher said that it ………………………………………………ever seen.
4. The Prefect of Discipline said that the exhibits …………………………………………
5. The Subject co-ordinator said that …………………………..the talents of the children.

Test 49
Read the following passage and complete the dialogue using the passive voice. The first one is done
for you.
A thief broke into the City Bank last night. He stole some money and jewellery. An Inspector
interviewed the Security officer. The police found some finger prints and they identified the thief. The
police officers are searching the area and have questioned from many people.
Security  officer 1  : Our bank was broken into last night.
Security  officer 2 : Oh, no! What did the thief take?
Security  officer  1 : Some money and jewellery (1)      were stolen        .
Security  officer  2 : Did the police come and see you?
Security  officer  1 : Yes of course. I (2) _________________________ by an Inspector.
Security  officer  2 : Do they know who the thief was?
Security  officer  1 : I think so. Some finger prints (3) ______________________ and the
                                  Thief (4) ____________________________ by the police. The area
                                  (5)____________________________ by the police and many people
                                   (6) ________________________.
Test 50
Complete the dialogue with the correct passive forms of the verbs. The first one is done for you.
Harshini    :    Who took my story book?
Parami      :    It (1)         was taken ________ by Bhagya.
Harshini    :    Who gave it to her?
Parami      :    It (2) _______________________ to him by me.
Harshini    :    Then it’s okay. I thought it (3) ___________________________.
Parami       :    Is it that important to be lost? Who presented it to you?
Harshini    :    It (4) _______________________ to me by my mother.
Parami      :    Oh! Where do you keep your presents?
Harshini    :   All my presents (5) _______________________ in my cupboard safely.
Parami      :    Fine. Books are protected by the cupboard. And the cupboard  (6)________
                     _______________  by you isn’t it?
Harshini    :   Yeah! It’s a fine joke

19
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Test 51

Study the two pictures given and select the sentences which describe each picture. Write the correct letter in
the relevant column.  One is done for you.

Picture  A                                                                          Picture B

a. It is a fine day.                                                       g.    It is raining.
b. The streets are wet.                                               h.   The sun is shining.
c. The children are carrying umbrellas.                       i.    The boys are flying kites.
d. John is wearing a cap.                                           j.   Mary is wearing her raincoat.
e. Today everyone is enjoying the fresh air.                k.   It is very cool under the tree.
f. Mary is having fun splashing water.

A B 
  
  
  
  
  

 
Test 52

Study the two pictures given and select the sentences which describe each picture. Write the correct
letter in the relevant column. One  is  done  for  you.
a.  Everything is green and peaceful.                   g.   All around us are fields and trees.
b. A man is holding the fence.                             h.   Air is filled with smoke and noise.
c. Numerous cars and buses fill the road.            i.   Far away hills stand out in the sun.
d. Busy shops line either side of the streets.        j.  There are tall buildings.
e. There are small houses with big gardens         k.   There are lots of people. They are busy.
f. Shoppers are gazing at the windows.

Picture 1 Picture 2 
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Picture 1 Picture 2

Study the two pictures given and select the sentences which describe each picture. Write the correct letter in
the relevant column.  One is done for you.

Picture  A                                                                          Picture B

a. People are waiting for the train.               g.    People are chatting with the others.
b. The station is deserted.                            h.    There is an old building as well as a new one.
c. There are no people at the station.            i.    There are trees in the station.
d. A train is coming to the station.                j.     There are high platforms.
e. The benches are empty.                            k.    The station is crowded.
f. It is an old building.

Test 53

Picture A Picture B 
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Test 54

Given below are some facts about Village and the Town. They are mixed up. Read the facts and write the
letter of each fact in the relevant cage. The first one is done for you.

A.  There are mountain ranges.
B            It is very busy.
C.   Life is very calm and peaceful.
D.   There are lots of people.
E.   There are sky scrapers.
F.   The environment is green and attractive.
G.    People go to the fair to buy things.
H.   There are many vehicles so it is noisy.
I.   There are small houses with big gardens.
J.   The houses are surrounded by walls.
K.  People are friendly and work co-operatively

Town Village 
  
  
  
  
  

 

Test 55

Given below are some phrases regarding ‘Team Spirit’ and ‘Road Rules’. They are jumbled. Sort them out
and write the correct number of each phrase in the relevant column. The first one is done for you.

1. Never make rude comments on others.
2. Always walk on the pavement.
3. Never play on the road.
4. Do not fight with other players.
5. When a player is injured, help him quickly.
6. Always use the pedestrian crossing to cross the road.
7. Always follow the road signs.
8. Always obey the leader.
9. Remember to fasten your seat belt.
10. Share equal responsibilities to win.
11. Work co-operatively with other members of the team.

Team Spirit Road Rules 
  
  
  
  
  

 

Test 56
You are a tour guide. You visited Sigiriya with a group of tourists. Select five suitable instructions
from the list and write the letter in the given space. The first one is done for you.
a. Don’t touch the ruins.                              f.    Use a parachute.
b. Don’t step in to the ponds.                       g.    Don’t take the highway.
c. Don’t go on footboard.                             h.    Use the lifesaving kits
d. Wear your uniform.                                  i.     Don’t go to the edges of the rock.
e. Be careful of wasps.                                  j.    Don’t throw rubbish.
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Test 57
Study the dictionary page and answer the questions.

(1) What does OCR stand for?
__________________________________________________________________

(2) _______________________________ is a geometric figure with eight sides.

(3) Name a sea animal mentioned here. __________________________________

(4) Find a similar word for ‘odd’.
__________________________________________________________________

(5) What is the organ related to human digestive system? ___________________________

23
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Test 58
Read the following text and answer the questions given below it.

Shortly after the war, my brother and I were invited to spend a few days’ holiday with an uncle who had just
returned from abroad. He had rented a cottage in the country, although he rarely spent much time there. We
understood the reason for this after our arrival: the cottage had no comfortable furniture in it, many of the
windows were broken and the roof leaked, making the whole house damp.

On our first evening, we sat around the fire after supper listening to the stories which our uncle had to tell of
his many adventures in distant countries. I was so tired after the long train journey that I would have preferred
to go to bed; but I could not bear to miss any of my uncle’s exciting tales.

He was just in the middle of describing a rather terrifying experience he had once had when his small sailing
boat was carried out to the sea in a storm, when there was a loud crash from the bedroom above, the one
where my brother and I were going to sleep. “It sounds as if the roof has fallen in!” exclaimed my uncle, with
a loud laugh.

When we got to the top of the stairs and opened the bedroom door, we could see nothing at first because of the
thick clouds of dust which filled the room. When the dust began to clear, a strange sight met our eyes. A large
part of the ceiling had collapsed, falling right on to the pillow of my bed. I was glad that I had stayed up late
to listen to my uncle’s stories, otherwise I should certainly have been seriously injured , perhaps killed.

That night we all slept on the floor of the sitting-room downstairs, not wishing to risk our lives by sleeping
under a roof which might at any moment collapse on our heads. We left for London the very next morning and
my uncle gave up his cottage in the country. This was not the kind of adventure he cared for either!

(1)  Say whether the following statements are true or false by writing T or F against them.

(i) Uncle spent much time in the cottage. (     )
(ii) We sat around the fire after supper watching (     )
(iii) Uncle said that the roof had fallen with a loud laugh. (     )
(iv) Following morning they left for London. (     )

   (2) Why were they afraid to sleep upstairs that night? __________________________________
   (3) Underline the correct answer.             It was quite clear that the ceiling had fallen in

I. when they opened the bedroom door.
II. after the dust had begun to clear.
III. as soon as they heard the crash.
IV. when they reached the top of the stairs.

(4)   The two adjectives that describes the cottage are _____________________and
________________________.
(5)  Find the words from the passage which have the same meaning as the following.

stories _______________                           (b)       house  _________________
(6) Find the words from the passage which have the opposite meaning to the following.

happy ______________                             (b)     before __________________
(7) What do the following pronouns refer to
(a) He    ___________ (in line 2)                 (b)   This  _____________ (in line 18)

Question No  15
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Test 59
Read the following passage and answer the questions.

        How many times a day do you turn a tap on? How often do you think about where your water comes from
and where it goes after you have used it? Do you know that most fresh water sources are so dirty that the water
must be purified before it is drunk? Do you know what makes the water dirty?

         Oil is one source of water pollution. Oil floats on water and does not dissolve in it. If a big tanker loses oil
in the sea, an oil slick forms on the surface. Sea birds and fish are killed and beaches are polluted as a result.

          Fuel oil contains sulphur. When oil is burnt in industry, sulphur dioxide is formed. This combines with
water particles in the atmosphere and falls as rain. This rain is diluted to sulphuric acid. In countries like Norway
and Sweden, the solid does not contain enough of the alkalis which are needed to neutralize this acid. So the fish
in Scandinavian lakes and rivers are poisoned by high acid concentration in the water.

            Water is also polluted by chemicals which are pumped out as industrial waste. Mercury is one such
chemical which is poisonous. Japanese people have died after eating fish from mercury polluted water.

              Sewage too causes water pollution. Sewage is broken down and pumped back to the lakes. Detergents
and insecticides too pollute the water which is one of our natural resources.

(1) Say whether the following statements are true or false by writing   T  or  F  against each of them.

(i) The water must be purified before it is drunk.                                                 (           )

(ii) Oil dissolves in water.                                                                                     (          )

(iii) The fish in Norwagian lakes are poisoned.                                                       (          )

(iv) Chemicals pumped out as industrial waste, purify water.                                  (          )

(1) How does an oil slick form on the surface of the sea? ___________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

(2) What does fuel oil contain?   ________________________________________________

(3) Name two sources of water pollution given in the text. __________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

(4) Underline the correct answer.                          Japanese people have died,

(i)      after drinking pure water.             (iii)     after eating fish from polluted water.

(ii)      after burning the fuel oil.                  (iv)     after cleaning the waterways.

(5) Write a word from the passage which is similar in meaning to the following.

(a) new  -  _________________      (b)   include   -  _______________________

(6) What do the following words in the passage refer to?

(a)  it   ( line 3 )  - ____________   (b)    this   ( line 7 ) -  ___________________

25
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Test 60
Read the following passage and answer the questions.

Many years ago in China, a fruit seller took a cart full of pears to the market place. He began to shout to get
the people’s attention.

“Come and buy my fine juicy pears,” he shouted. “Every single one has been freshly picked. They are all full
of juice. Have you got a thirst? Buy one of my pears!”

While he was speaking, people were looking thirstily at his pears, because it was a very hot day and the pears
looked very juicy. A mother bought a pear and gave it to her little daughter. Soon everyone was buying pears.

Just then a poor old beggar-man came along. He was very thin and tired. He looked hungrily at the beautiful
pears and then spoke to the fruit seller.

“I am hungry and thirsty,” he said, “but I haven’t any money. You are doing very good business. Would you
give me one of your pears? Perhaps you would let me have a small one or one that has begun to rot.”

“No,” said the fruit seller rudely. “Why should I feed beggars? If you have no money, you cannot have a pear.”

When the beggar asked again, the fruit seller became angry. “Go away!” he shouted. “You are annoying me.
Can’t you see that I am busy? While I am speaking to you, I can’t sell any pears! Go away!”

The old beggar was turning sadly away, when a young woman bought two pears. She gave one to the old
beggar. “Have one of mine,” she said. “You look very tired and thirsty.”

The old man thanked her and ate the pear, leaving only the seeds. Then he spoke to all the people in the market
place. “I am going to plant these seeds,” he said. “A pear tree will grow. I shall pick the pears and give some
to all of you.”

A crowd quickly gathered to watch the old beggar. He dug a small hole in the ground and put one of the seeds
in it. Then he covered it with earth and stepped back. Everyone watched. They saw a small green plant push
through the earth. Higher and higher it climbed. Leaves appeared on the plant as it grew taller and taller.

(1) Underline the correct answer.            The fruit seller sold pears in a
(a) fair                 (b)   shed                 (c)   market place                        (d)     house

(2) Say whether the following statements are true or false by writing   T  or  F  against each sentence.
(i) A mother bought a pear for her son.                                                           (           )
(ii) A poor beggar man asked for a pear from the mother.                                 (           )
(iii) A young woman gave one pear to the beggar.                                             (           )
(iv) The beggar threw the seeds away.                                                               (          )
(3) Why were people looking thirstily at the pears?
____________________________________
(4) Write two adjectives which describe the beggar.
___________________________________
(5) What did the beggar do, after he ate the pear? ___________________________________
(6) What do the following words refer to?
(a) he   ( line   5 ) - ________________       (b)     She  ( line 18 ) - _____________
(7) Find words from the passage which are very much similar to the following.

(a) came together - _______________      (b)   became visible - _________________

26
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Notice / Note

Format - Notice

Notice

Body

Date Writer

Body

Writer

Greeting
Date

Format - Note

Notice Note

Expected features

Formal but precise

Date Compulsary

No salutation

Audience- known / not known

For public purposes

Short & Informal

Date Optional

Salutation

To a  known audience

For personal purposes

Find out the phrases which go into relevant columns

Monday, Tuesday, next week, 2015, 10 o’ clock, last night, yesterday, 19th August, the weekend,
tomorrow, next Sunday, September, Saturday, night

at in on
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A sample notice for English Day Celebration

You are the secretary of your school English Literary Association. You are going to organise an
English Day Celebration in your school. Write a notice to be put up in the noticeboard informing your
school students.
Include the following.

-Date
-Time
-Venue
-Purpose
-Chief Guest

NOTICE

There will be an English Day Celebration organised by the English Literary Association of our school
on the 25th of October 2018 (Date), at 9.00 AM (Time), in our school main hall (Venue). The
purpose of this Englisg Day Celebration is to motivate the students towards English and to award
the winners of the English Day in the school level (Purpose). The Chief Guest will be the Zonal
Director Education of .... .... .... .... .... .... .... ... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... ....  Zone,
Mr...............................................................

All the students and the teachers of Al Manar Central college are requested to participate in it.

20/10/2018     Secretary

You are secretary of the Welfare Association of your school. You are going to celebrate Teachers’ Day
in your school. Write a notice to be put up in the school noticeboard. Include the following.

Date, Time, Venue, Purpose, Chief Guest

.........................................

..............................................................................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................................................................

........................................
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You are the secretary of the “Ever Green Club” of your school. You have organized a tree planting
campaign in your school. Write a notice to be put up on the notice board. Use about 40-50 words.

Include the following
- The date and time - Plants will be provide - Request everyone to take part.

Notice
The Green Club of BT/BC/Aaisha Mahalir MV has organized a tree planting campaign in our school.
This will be held on the 10th of Sep 2018, from 8.00 a.m. to 3.00 p.m. The participants will be
provided plants and lunch.

All the club members are kindly requested to participate in it without fail.

Date:05.10.2018 Secretary
    Ever Green Club
BT/BC/Aaisha Mahalir MV.

The English club in your school has organized a workshop on “English for everyone” to be held in the
main hall of your school. Write a notice informing about the workshop. Use about 40-50 words.

Include the following
- Date, time, venue - Participants Purpose of the workshop.

.........................................

..............................................................................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................................................................

....................................... . ......................................

You are the secretary of the English Literary Association of your school and you have organized a
Debate on the pros and cons of Mobile phones. Write a notice to be put up on the notice board.

Include the following
-date, time, venue, chief guest - Invite all the students.

.........................................

..............................................................................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................................................................

........................................ ............................................
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A sample notice for a lost item

Lost
I lost my school bag on the English Day. I nam not sure where I put it. It was a brown leather bag
with two text books and a pencil case. If you find it please hand it over to the office.

David

Found – A Sports Kit Bag

A sports kit bag was found on the playground on the 9th Septeber 2018 during the recess period.
Anyone who has misplaced a grey sports bag with huge pockets can collect it from the undersigned
within two days, that is, by 12 September 2018. Mohamed

Sports Captain

NOTICE - BLOOD DONATION CAMP

                             Our school is going to hold a Blood Donation Camp in memory of one of  or  beloved
teachers who departed one year ago.   All the class  monitors  are  requested  to inform their classmates
about the blood Donation Camp to be held in the school on  October 20th.  Names should be given within
one week of this notice to me.on the 20th Oct..2018, at 07.30 a.m, in the School Main Hall

M. Sanjeev,

15.10.2018 Head Prefect

A sample notice for a found item

A sample notice for blood donation

Activity   01
The students of grade 10 of Sarasavi MahaVidyalaya want to have the inaugural meeting of their
Science club. Write a notice to inform the students about it using the following :-
-Date   -  24th July 2016.      -Venue – School Main Hall      -Time   -  1.00 P.M.  Use about 40-50
words
Activity   02
Imagine you are the secretary of the sports club. Write a notice to inform the members regarding the
monthly meeting of your club. You may include :-
Date , Time, Venue.                                  Use about 40-50 words
Activity   03
You have lost your puppy last Sunday and you need to put up a notice in front of your house. Write
a notice to be displayed. Describe its colour, size, and special features. Use about 40-50 words.
Activity   4
Welfare Society of your school has planned to organize a mobile medical camp to help the elders in your
area. As the secretary of the Welfare Society, write a notice to inform the villagers requesting them to
come and get treatment. Use about 50 to 60 words.
Activity   05
You are the secretary of the English Literary Association in your school and you have organized an essay
competition on “ Eradiacting Dengue Fever ”. Write a notice to be put up on the school noticeboard. Use
about 50 words.
Include :- -The length of the essay - Closing date for the entries

- Who can take part in the competition  -Invite the students
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Activity   06
The students of grade 10 of Sarasav iMahaVidyalaya want to have the inaugural meeting of their
Science club. Write a notice to inform the students about it using the following :-
-Date   -  24th July 2016. -Venue – School Main Hall
-Time   -  1.00 P.M. -Use about 40-50 words

Activity   07
Imagine you are the secretary of the sports club. Write a notice to inform the members regarding the
monthly meeting of your club. Use about 40-50 words
You may include :-

Date , Time,  Venue
Activity   08
Imagine that you are the Secretary of the English Literary Association of your school. Design a notice
for the school notice board, informing the students about the Inter–House Drama Competition. Invite
them to take part in the competition. Use about 30 – 40 words.
Include -

date, time, venue Who the chief guest will be
Activity   09
You are Mr.Ramees, a student of Grade 11. You have lost an expensive watch in the school premises.
Draft a notice to be put up on the school notice board giving details of the watch and offering a
suitable reward.
Use not more than 50 words.
Activity   10
You are Abdul / Rizna Grade 11. You have found a gold ear ring in the School playground during the
practice. Draft a notice to be put up on the School Notice Board in not more than 50 words.

(16) The person I like most.
(17) We should respect elders
(18) My motherland
(19) My best leisuretime activity
(20) Our school sports meet
(21) Sri Lanka is a beautiful island
(22) My future plan
(23) My favourite relative
(24) How I will be in ten years
(25) An important day in my life.
(26) A famous place in the country
(27) My plans for the next vacation
(28) The importance of taking a balanced diet
(29)    How I celebrated my last birthday
(30) Let’s protect the wild life

(1) How I spent last weekend
(2)  Let’ protect the environment
(3) My favourite TV programme
(4) Importance of reading books
(5) How I spend my leisure
(6) Value of sports
(7) The place I love to visit
(8) How I help my parents
(9) A historical place in Sri Lanka
(10) An incident that I never forget
(11) Let’s protect our public property
(12) Let’s prevent Dengue
(13) The person I always remember
(14) My plans after O/L examination
(15) My ambition

Test   08
Writing short paragraphs (50 - 60 words)
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